Model 818-xx-L-FC Series Quick Start Guide

Package Contents:
This package contains the following components:
• (1) Model 818-xx-L or 818-xx-L/DB Series Detector (xx = SL, UV, IR or IG)
• (1) Model 884-FC Fiber Optic Adapter
• (1) 818 Detector User's Manual
• (1) 818 Detector Calibration Report / Cert
• This Quick Start Guide

Getting Started:
Before operating this device, refer to the 818 Series User's Manual.

Assembly:
Install the 884-FC Fiber Optic Adapter into the 818 Detector. Finger-tighten or use Newport Spanner Wrench # SW-OM

Misc:
The User Manual and calibration cert / report supplied are for the 818-xx-L Series Detector.